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2016-17 Accounting Scholarships & Fellowships

James L. Bednarczyk Scholarship
Timothy DeWitt

BDO Scholarship
Jordan Alexander · Kovi Kotokou

Michael Bodwell Scholarships
Kayla Dupriest · Anna Menegaz · Brooke Shipley · Cole Wilder

Bolinger, Segars, Gilbert & Moss Scholarships
John Curtis · Chase McMellian · Jadyn Newsom

Jane O. Burns Chancellor’s Graduate Fellowships
Alyssa Carey · Megan Furlong

Rick Carlson Memorial Scholarship
Timothy DeWitt

William Condray Memorial Scholarship
Kayla Dupriest

Robert Crumley Scholarships
Carlos Ruiz · Keely Walker

Cunningham Scholarship
Paul Feyisetan

Deloitte Scholarship
Chirae Christie

Tracy Elms/Adolph Hanslik Scholarship
Pragati Basnet

Ernst & Young Scholarships
Allison Camp · Kristina Duskin · Caroline Gordon · Alexander Grant

Ernst & Young Ray Sommerfeld Graduate Tax Scholarship
Jameson Sauseda

First Bank & Trust and Glen Fonner & Associates Scholarship
John Curtis
Grant Thorton Scholarships
Alyssa Carey · Connor Disbrow · Austin Morris · Katharine Simmons
Parker Swindling · Luis Vela · Keely Walker · Marigrace Zaruba
Hunter Welborn

Greg S. Hall Scholarship
Matthew Fetsch

Orville & Jackie Hicks Scholarship
Andrew Ortiz

Mamie W. Jackson Memorial Scholarship
Keely Walker

KPMG Scholarships
Kristal Carmona · Maryam Karimian · Jadyn Newsom · Jennifer Thompson

Randy Kidwell Memorial Scholarship
Connor Disbrow

Jeff S. Lawlis Scholarships
Chrissy Adams · Chandler Priest

Quepha Lynn Scholarship
Kovi Kotokou

Madden Beebe Co. Scholarship
Travis Haworth

Herschel Mann Scholarships
Kevin Amsler · Parker Swindling

Merit Energy Scholarship
Timothy DeWitt

MCG Scholarships
Seth Bartholomew · James Brush

Sam Montgomery Memorial Scholarship
Rachel Masten

Northcut Family Scholarship
Austin Morris

PCAOB Scholarship
Ashley Salinas · Paul Feyisetan
Peters Family Scholarship
  Brenda Guardiola

PricewaterhouseCoopers Scholarships
  Mitchell Edwards • Kayla Hamel • Tyler Kaschak • Chase McMellian

David Smylie Scholarship
  Marigrace Zaruba

W.T. Reed Scholarships
  Jamie Bowlin • Allison Buchanan • Alyssa Carey • Tyler Kaschak
  Mackenzie Wells • Claire Williams

Robinson, Burdette, Martin & Seright Scholarships
  Christopher Mboumba • Luis Vela • Arren Wells

RPC CPAs & Consultants Scholarships
  Seth Bartholomew • James Brush • Parker Swindling

Reginald Rushing Scholarship
  Megan Furlong

Ryan Scholarship
  Leah Serrano

School of Accounting Scholarships
  Lacy Blake • Cristin Cash • Devyn Castillo • Jessica Dewoody
  Taylor Duckworth • Kristen Jenkins • David Johnson • Loren Hall
  Madison Harris • James Hendrix • Boone Howell • Lauren Hutchens
  Allison Jones • Kaley Kevil • Hayley Marschall • Hanna McEntyre
  Quyen Nguyen • Shana Norris • Chelsea Rodgers • Ashley Salinas
  Jameson Sauseda • Katharine Simmons • Katherine Szpak • Gabi Torres
  Keely Towles • Whitney Williams • Arisay Wright • Chase Yandell

L. Edwin Smith Scholarship
  Connor Disbrow

South Plains Chapter TSCPA Scholarships
  Devyn Castillo • Abigail Farrell • Kathryn Farrell • Alexa Kendig

Paul M. Stanford Scholarships
  Travis Haworth • Andrew Ortiz

Brian & Tenly Stevens Scholarships
  Rachel Gray • Jacqueline Kim
Cloyce & Anita Talbott Scholarships
Sophia Hardin · Anthony Knuf

John B. Welch Memorial Scholarship
Danielle Bartlett

West Texas Woman CPAs Scholarships
Danielle Bartlett · Lauren Hutchens · Kristen Jenkins · Rachel Masten

Whitley Penn Scholarships
Emily Beazley · Irma Simental

Brant Williams Scholarships
Lizbeth Contreras · Timothy DeWitt · Connor Disbrow · Brandon Hatfield
Shirley Hess · Monica Joseph · Hayden Raney · Kiley Robinson
Ryan Tatum · William Tsioumas · Hunter Welborn

Doyle Williams Scholarship
Marigrace Zaruba

Lee and Nancy Winton Scholarship
Luis Vela

Mike and Mary Wischkaemper Scholarship
Chirae Christie
Special Awards

TSCPA Scholarship 2016-17 Recipients
Caitlin Cataldi • Gilberto Guerrero • Katherine Guttery • Sara Hathaway
Gilbert Hernandez • Jordan Powell • Oscar Santillan • Eli Vasquez

Fifth Year Accounting Student Scholarships
Isaac Aguilera • Theresa Collins • Michael Johnson • Damian Martinez
Denise McCray • Aimee Slaton

Federation of Schools of Accountancy Award
Natalie Troxell

TSCPA Accounting Excellence Award
Dakota Duncan-Singer